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Business English is basically a part of English language which is related to international activities of companies. It is important to know how to teach business English if you are teaching or going to teach in a business school. Business English is considered to be a specification of English language learning and teaching. Today English has become the global language. Trading and business is done all around the world and the language which is used for communication is no other than English itself. 
Nowadays, as the business and corporate sector is booming, everybody wants to get into the corporate sector in any manner. For this, everybody wants to learn business English and thus there is an increment in the demand for business English teachers. If you want to make a career in this field then you have to know the proper way of teaching business English. In this paper we are going to share our experience and we hope it will help you in this concern.
In the Poltava University of Economics and Trade several teaching strategies are used to make the process of teaching Business English more effective and efficient. One of them is Learning Communities strategy.
Learning Communities mean classes that are linked during an academic term, often around an interdisciplinary theme, and enrol a common cohort of students. The goal of LC is to build community among students, between students and               their teachers, and among faculty members and disciplines.
 The three general types of Learning Communities structures (5, p. 28) are as follows: 
Student Cohorts/Integrative. Seminar Learning communities can be structured as programs in which a small cohort of students enrolls in larger classes that faculty do not coordinate. In this instance, intellectual connections and community-building often take place in an additional integrative seminar.
Linked Courses/Course Clusters. Learning communities may involve two or more classes linked thematically or by content which a cohort of students takes together. In this instance, the faculty do plan the program collaboratively.
Coordinated Study. Learning communities may involve coursework that faculty members team teach. The course work is embedded in an integrated program of study.
    In Poltava University of Economics and Trade (PUET) we use Linked Courses which we define as Learning Communities that involve two or more classes linked thematically or by content which a cohort of students takes together. In this instance, the faculty do plan the program collaboratively.
  Six courses based on learning through content approach have been developed since 2000. We call them “Language of Marketing”, “Language of Management”, “Language of International Economics”, “Language of Human Resource Management”, “Language of Information Systems in Management”, “Language of Transnational Companies”.
 We believe that Learning Communities strategy offers an array of opportunities both for teachers and students. The approach utilizes case studies with different types of activities problem solving, simulation, discussion, written reflection, point of view presentation, mini-research, etc. It helps explore issues in cross-cultural communication in the business context and encourages them think critically to find solutions to business problems thus developing communication skills and skills they need to succeed in an increasingly diverse and technologically enhanced workplace of today.
Faculty members involved in Learning Communities that facilitate cross-faculty collaboration are expanding their repertoire of teaching approaches, continually revising their course content, and acquiring new scholarly interests. Learning Community faculty members are also building mentoring relationships with each other and are more frequently engaging with beginning students and general education offerings.
Sometimes textbook exercises can be boring. That is why many Business English teachers find it useful to give problem solving activities. The books that we use for Learning Communities offer activities which are centered on solving problems and making decisions (2; 3; 6). Some activities you can give are: make a report on how to market a new product; write the procedure of planning a budget; write the procedure of choosing a new employee. You should offer different topics for discussion. One could get bored of talking on the same topic every time. You can use these topics for discussions: business etiquette in a multinational company; brain drainage; working in a different place or culture. 
Teaching business English to adult students requires increasingly effective teaching materials. Case studies used in a language class give opportunities to extensively practice speaking and writing skills based on materials that are challenging and relevant for business students.
One of the possible methodologies of doing cases in language teaching includes the following steps:
· reading the case,
· discussing the situation in the company,
· analyzing and discussing the quantitative data,
· filling up information gaps and putting forward hypotheses,
· discussing weaknesses and threats,
· presenting company goals,
· presenting alternative solutions of the problem,
· discussing the solutions, comparing them and choosing the best one,
· presenting plan B,
· preparing an action plan, assigning tasks and setting the deadlines.
The first step includes reading, the other ones develop speaking skills – students present their opinions, criticize, present their point and negotiate. Usually they work in teams and each team competes which other teams trying to offer the best solution to the problem. Students like doing case studies because then they are the decision-makers. They are not told what to say. They are the managers and the teacher is just an observer, mediator and facilitator.
The case study method also provides an opportunity to develop writing competence. For instance one group of students may be asked to take the minutes of the meeting called to solve the problem or to write an agenda of the meeting. When the discussion at the meeting finishes and the final decision is taken, all students are requested to use the information in a written form. It may be a letter, a memorandum, a list of points, a mind map, an action plan, a report, an e-mail or a note – any kind of business writing which best suits the situation. To do that they need instruction from their teacher on the layout, style and appropriate tone.
The case study method gives teachers a lot of flexibility in assigning tasks, roles and functions. The teacher should not blindly follow the instructions in the teacher’s book. Helpful as they are, they are not the only directions in using a particular case. Teachers should be encouraged to experiment and use cases as input materials that are alive in class – modified, changed and exploited in various ways.
One more important skill for students majoring in Business is making a presentation. You should involve works on business presentations in your teaching method. It will make it more effective. It is very useful to practice making and giving presentations in English for the students. You should teach useful phrases to your students for introduction of a topic, for shifting from one idea to the next and lastly for the conclusion of a presentation. 
Encourage students to use support material and visual aids. The bare minimum would be a whiteboard or flipchart. If you have an OHP, so much the better. Remind them not to overcrowd their graphics. One graphic, one point. Two points, two graphics. And don't forget the value of reality, actual products or samples that the presenter brings in from outside.
Almost all professionals who use English for business will need to write letters, memos, invitations and short reports. Business writing is an important skill especially to those who work in an office. It establishes formality and civility among employees and employers, as well as those that are outside the work place. It also creates a professional atmosphere and shifts the environment toward work rather than personal life. There are various kinds of business writing, but here are some guidelines which are followed by ESP professors in PUET when teaching communications that can be applied in various situations:
  Explain the structure of a business letter. Structure is different from the format. Format applies to the aesthetic part of the letter, while structure refers to the content itself. Business writing is usually straightforward and generally includes the main gist of the piece in the first few paragraphs (1, p. 46). Business writing also includes situational examples in the body of writing and steps to follow towards the end.
Make your students familiar with the tone used in business communication. Teaching business communication is like teaching a second language. You will increase fluency of your students the more you make them to read, the more they used it and the more you surround them with people who are using it. Get insights in the workplace by paying attention to how people communicate.
Teach how to format the piece of writing depending on purpose and recipient. Appropriateness is not limited to content, because format is also important however superficial. Formatting a piece of writing allows it to meet certain standards, which is essential in establishing formality and structure. Include dates, titles, recipients, applicable addresses and other important information. Some also gives a piece more visual appeal by incorporating different elements such as pictures, diagrams and charts. A word processor is needed to format the letter easier, since programs include wizards that guide you through the process. You can also adjust document and printer settings to achieve the format you want.
Use examples of business documents such as memos, reports and correspondence and analyze how they are written. In order to become an expert in business writing, it is essential to be exposed to different kinds of work that have been published before. Analyzing certain documents and understanding the purpose of each piece also allow one to be more critical of one's work.
In general the issue how to teach Business English is a challenge all teachers face.  Since every classroom consists of a wide array of students, each student brings with them different student learning styles, different interests, and different life experiences that make each classroom unique and special. That is why a particularly effective general approach for the teacher is to see this kind of teaching as both a teaching and a learning process for the teacher, where a great deal of interesting information about a wide range of business processes can be acquired. These are some points that can be used to make teaching skills better. Business English is a very important part of today’s society. It must be taught in its correct and applicable form. 
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Резюме
В статье рассматриваются пути, которые помогают сделать процесс обучения деловому английскому языку эффективным. Автор описывает методы и стратегии, используемые в процессе обучения в Полтавском университете экономики и торговли. 



